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8 of 8 review helpful Ideal textbook By Elizabeth G Melillo Philosophy of Religion A Guide to the SubjectThis 
volume is extremely comprehensive treating of most of the debated topics involved in a study of philosophy of 
religion It is particularly valuable because it combines primary sources dating back to Plato with Thomas Aquinas a 
relative newcomer with contemporary treatment of the still questioned pre Is it possible to be both a philosopher and a 
religious believer Is philosophy a friend or foe to religious belief Does talk of God make sense Does God exist What is 
God Essential for anyone pondering these and similar questions Philosophy of Religion A Guide and Anthology 
provides a comprehensive authoritative and accessible overview of the subject Carefully edited by Brian Davies it 
contains a wide ranging selection of 65 of the best classi A well chosen selction of readings which include precisely 
the main topics essential for a constructive course in philosophy of religion A well balanced selection Professor A C 
Thiselton University of Nottingham Brian Davies has provided 
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